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StreamA stream S is an unbounded bag (multiset) of pairs 〈s, τ〉, where s is a tuplebelonging to S and τ ∈ T is the timestamp that denotes the arrival time oftuple s on stream S.Query operatorConeptually, a query operator may be thought of as a funtion that onsumesinputs streams, stores some state, performs omputation when new dataarrive, modi�es the state and outputs results.
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The Join query operatorRegarding the Join operator a new implementation is justi�ed by the followingreasons.(a) Sine data streams may be in�nite, a bloking operator will never see its entireinput not being able to produe any result. Solution: implement streamingsymmetri join operators that proesses tuples from the streams in anarbitrary interleaved fashion.(b) Sine data streams are potentially unbounded in size, its is not possible to storejoin state ontinuously and math all tuples. Solution: onsider a reent portionof the streams based on a sliding window that expliitly de�nes the state ofthe operator as the set of tuples in the window.
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The purge-join-insert algorithmIn general a join operator, implementing sliding windows to limit the size ofits states, exeutes a 3-step proess referred to as the purge-join-insertalgorithm. For a newly arriving tuple a ∈ A :(1) a is used to purge tuples stored in window B[W ].(2) a is probed with tuples in B[W ] possibly produing join results.(3) a is inserted in A[W ]. Symmetri steps are exeuted for a B tuple.
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The three major join operatorsBJoin. Using this operator a query plan is omposed of binary joinoperators that store intermediate results.MJoin. It takes symmetrially all the streams joining the arriving tupleswith the remaining streams in a partiular order without storingintermediate results.Eddy. Using this operator queries are proessed without �xed plans.Instead, query exeution is oneived as a proess of routing tuplesthrough operators where a tuple routing operator adjusts the routingorder of tuples on a per-tuple basis.
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The BJoin operatorIn BJoin, eah binary operator keeps two states that stores tuples that the operatorhas reeived so far. There are states that store the tuples reeived diretly from astream, suh as state SA and others states, suh as SAB that store intermediate joinresults. To deal with in�nite inputs, the states an be maintained using slidingwindows and the join tuples are alulated using the purge-probe-insert algorithm.
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BJoin-OptimizationThe min-state algorithm aims at minimizing the total number of intermediateresults, thus reduing memory to store them as well as the proessing osts(CPU) in generating future join results.The min-state algorithm is a greedy-based algorithm that omputes a BJoinplan in polynomial time.The input to the algorithm is a join graph G = (V, E) that represents amulti-join query, where V represents the set of input streams, marked by itsstream name Vi and its arrival rate λVi
, and an edge (Vi, Vj) ∈ E represents ajoin prediate between two streams marked by the seletivity σViVj

of the join
Vi ⊲⊳ Vj .The algorithm ranks the edges using the following expression λVi

λVj
σViVj

.
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The algorithm ranks the edges using the following expression λVi
λVj

σViVj
.The smallest value is seleted and a join is generated with its vertex. Themin-state algorithm does not guarantee to always �nd an optimal BJoin tree,thus leading the optimizer to be more onservative beause it requires moreresoures than the query atually needs. However, it was hosen for itse�ieny i.e. a good plan is found quikly, whih is muh needed byontinuous query proessing.
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Consider a 5-way join A ⊲⊳ B ⊲⊳ C ⊲⊳ D ⊲⊳ E in Figure (a) with slidingwindows of size W = 1.
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MJoin operator
Mjoin onsiders n inputs streams symmetrially and by allowing the tuplesfrom the streams to arrive in an arbitrary interleaved fashion. The basialgorithm of MJoin reates as many hash tables (states) as there are joinattributes in the query.Probing sequeneWhen a new tuple from a stream arrives into the system, it is probed with theother n − 1 streams in some order to �nd the mathes for the tuple. Theorder in whih the streams are probed is alled the probing sequene.
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MJoin operator

The exeution of a MJoin operator an be seen as a sequene of query plansexeuted using left-deep pipeline plans where the internal state of hash tables isdetermined solely by the soure tuples that have arrived so far.W. PALMA DSMSs 11 / 24



MJoin operator

MJoin is very attrative when proessing ontinuous queries over data streamsbeause the query plans an be hanged by simply hanging the probing sequene.Sliding windows are adopted to deal with in�nite inputs limiting the size of hashtables and the purge-probe-insert algorithm is used to alulate join tuples.W. PALMA DSMSs 12 / 24



MJoin operator
DrawbakThe prinipal drawbak of MJoin is the reomputation of intermediate resultsbeause intermediate tuples generated during query exeution are not storedfor future use. For example, the �rst query plan generates (C1 ⊲⊳ B)intermediate results whih are not stored and ould be used in the query plan
(A2 ⊲⊳ B) ⊲⊳ C1 (see previous �gure).SolutionAdd/remove temporary ahes of intermediate result tuples → adaptive ahing.
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MJoin operator
The A-ahing algorithmThe A-ahing algorithm improves the performane of MJoin using ahes tostore intermediate result tuples. In A-ahing the performane of a ontinuousjoin depends on the probing sequene and ahing. This approah follows atwo-step proess, to improve the performane of MJoin:A probing sequene is hosen, independently for eah stream, using theA-Greedy algorithm.For a given probing sequene, A-ahing may deide to add a ahe in themiddle of the pipeline.
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MJoin operator

When an A tuple arrives, the ahe is onsulted �rst to verify if there areresults already ahed. If so, the probing sequene an be avoided.If there is a miss, the probing sequene ontinues normally and inserts bak theomputed result into the ahe.When new B and C tuples arrive, the ahe must be updated if the arrivingtuples generate B ⊲⊳ C or C ⊲⊳ B intermediate results.W. PALMA DSMSs 15 / 24



The Eddy operatorMain harateristisThe Eddy operator is designed to enable �ne-grained runtime ontrol andadaptively approah the optimal order of join operations at runtime.Queries are exeuted without �xed plans.An optimized join order for eah inoming tuple is omputed individually.How Eddy worksAn Eddy is a tuple routing operator between data soures and queryoperators as joins.It monitors the exeution and makes routing deisions by sending tuplesfrom the data soures through query operators.As a result, the routing destinations for tuples alone determine the queryplans exeuted by the Eddy.W. PALMA DSMSs 16 / 24



The Eddy operator

In the query of �gure, the valid routing options for di�erent types oftuples (shown on the data �ow edges) are as follows:
A and C tuples an only be routed to the A ⊲⊳ B and B ⊲⊳ C operatorrespetively.
B tuples an be routed to either of the two join operators.Intermediate AB and BC tuples an only be routed to B ⊲⊳ C and A ⊲⊳ Boperator respetively.
ABC result tuples are routed to the output.W. PALMA DSMSs 17 / 24



The Eddy operatorTuple routing shemesAn Eddy has a tuple routing sheme that monitors the behaviour of theoperators (ost and seletivity) and aordingly routes tuples through theoperators.bak-pressure: the proessing of a tuple is more slow in a high ostoperator than in that of low ost. This generates larger input queue sizesfor high osts operators. If the length of input queues is �xed, the Eddyoperator is fored to route tuples to an operator of lower ost beforerouting to those of higher ost.lottery sheduling : eah time a tuple is routed to an operator, it obtains atiket. When the operator returns a tuple to the Eddy, one tiket isdebited. Thus, the number of tikets is used to roughly estimate theseletivity of an operator. When two operators are eligible to proess atuple, the operator with more tikets has higher probability to proess it.By doing this, the Eddy is very adaptive and the join order an behanged at runtime.W. PALMA DSMSs 18 / 24



The Eddy operatorDrawbak(1) At the beginning of the query proessing the data soure of A is stalled.Thus, A ⊲⊳ B operator is an attrative destination for routing B tuplesand the Eddy exeutes plan (A ⊲⊳ B) ⊲⊳ C(2) Some time later, a great quantity of A tuples arrive and it beomesapparent that the plan A ⊲⊳ (B ⊲⊳ C) is the better hoie.(3) The Eddy swithes the routing poliy so that subsequent B tuples arerouted to B ⊲⊳ C �rst.(4) However, the Eddy ontinues to emulate (A ⊲⊳ B) ⊲⊳ C beause of all thepreviously seen B tuples are still stored in the internal state of the A ⊲⊳ Boperator. As A tuples arrive, they must join with these B tuples beforethe B tuples are joined with C. tuples.The Eddy ontinues to emulate an suboptimal plan even after it has swithedthe routing poliy.W. PALMA DSMSs 19 / 24



The Eddy operator
SteMsThe State Modules (SteMs) arhiteture is an extension of the Eddyarhiteture that ensures that the state stored in the join operators isentirely independent of routing history.To this end, SteMs does not store intermediate results.The main operator is a SteM, whih is instantiated for eah attribute ofeah base relation addressed in the join prediatesTuples arriving from eah base relation are �rst built into their own SteMand then used to probe the other relations' SteMs to get the join results.
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The Eddy operatorConsidering the query of the �gure, whena new A tuple arrives, it is:(1) inserted into the A SteM.(2) probed against B tuples stored in the
B SteM to �nd mathing tuplesorresponding to A ⊲⊳ B.(3) the resulting AB tuples are probedagainst the C tuples stored in the CSteM in order to generate ABCresults. Intermediate AB tuples arenot stored anywhere. Thus, the stateaumulated into SteMs isindependent of the routing history.W. PALMA DSMSs 21 / 24



The Eddy operator
DrawbaksRe-omputation of intermediate results: sine intermediate resultsare not stored anywhere, they are re-omputed eah time they are needed.Constrained plan hoies: query plans that an be exeuted for anynew tuples are onstrained beause even if the Eddy knows the existeneof an optimal query plan, this plan is not feasible. For example, any new

A tuple must join with B tuples (stored in the SteM on B) �rst and thenwith C tuples (stored in the SteM on C). This restrits the query plan fornew A tuples to be (a ⊲⊳ B) ⊲⊳ C. A new optimal query plan suh as
a ⊲⊳ (B ⊲⊳ C) annot be proposed beause the absene of B ⊲⊳ C tuples.
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The Eddy operatorSTAIRsThe STAIR operator exposes the state stored in the operators and allowsto the Eddy manipulate this state in order to reverse any bad routingdeisions.A STAIR on relation A and attribute a, denote by A.a, ontains eithertuples from A or intermediate tuples that ontain a tuples from A.To reverse any bad routing deisions made in past, STAIRs perform thefollowing operations:
Demotion(A.a, t, t′): this operation redues an intermediate tuple t storedin the STAIR A.a to a sub-tuple t′ of that tuple. Intuitively, this operationundoes a tuple that was done earlier during exeution.
Promotion(A.a, t, B.b): this operation replaes a tuple t with super tuplesof that tuple generated using another join in the query. Intuitively, thisoperation reroutes the tuple t to the new join ordering.W. PALMA DSMSs 23 / 24



The Eddy operator
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